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CEOBS is a UK charity working to increase the 
protection of people and ecosystems from the 
impact of armed conflicts and military activities.
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Direction of travel is clear: decarbonisation

 Net zero ambitions

“There is no way to reach net zero without also including emissions from 
the military,” 
NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg, COP26 in 2021

“…by 2050, we should be net zero in the armed forces.”
NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg, COP28 in 2023

 EU Green Deal – all sectors

Climate neutral by 2050: 90% emissions cut by 2040 versus 1990 levels.





Enabling conditions for military decarbonisation

 Attitudes and policies

Overcoming “environmental exceptionalism”. 

 Technology

Fossil fuel intensive militaries have high energy needs and long 
equipment lifespans – so start yesterday and send clear signals.

 Transparency, trust and reporting

Key for any sector but not the military default. 



Importance of transparency

 UNFCCC: transparency improves the development of national climate 
policies, plans and strategies, and increases awareness, political will, 
support and capacity.



Member State Reporting gap Data accessibility Milex US$m (2022) Member State Reporting gap Data accessibility Milex US$m (2022) 

Austria Very significant Poor 3,626.00 Italy Very significant Poor 33,490.00

Belgium Very significant Poor 6,867.00 Latvia Very significant Poor 849

Bulgaria Very significant Poor 1,336.00 Lithuania Very significant Poor 1,732.00

Croatia No comparison 
possible. Very poor 1,309.00 Luxembourg Very significant Poor 565

Cyprus Very significant Fair 494 Malta Very significant Poor 87

Czechia Significant  Poor 4,005.00 Netherlands Very significant Poor 15,607.00

Denmark Gap in reporting. Poor 5,468.00 Poland No comparison 
possible. Very poor 16,573.00

Estonia No comparison 
possible. Very poor 811 Portugal Very significant Poor 3,500.00

Finland No comparison 
possible. Poor 4,823.00 Romania No comparison 

possible. Poor 5,187.00

France Significant  Poor 53,639.00 Slovakia Very significant Fair 1,994.00

Germany Significant  Fair 55,760.00 Slovenia Very significant Poor 735

Greece Very significant Poor 8,105.00 Spain Very significant Poor 20,307.00

Hungary Very significant Fair 2,572.00 Sweden No comparison 
possible. Very poor 7,722.00

Ireland No comparison 
possible. Very poor 1,164.00

2023 EU emissions reporting to the UNFCCC (2021 data)
www.militaryemissions.org



National reporting

 Progress?
More in-country reporting, but disparities with UNFCCC disclosures; 
inconsistent scopes and national security hesitancy.



Normative landscape

 A level global playing field

As with all sectors, a global level playing field is important for emissions 
reporting. 

EU military emissions reporting policies could help set global norms.

Making clear decarbonisation commitments has benefits for European 
defence and industry.

But decarbonisation requires transparency and reporting. 



EU state of play: European Commission

 Climate Change and Defence Roadmap

Implementing the Climate Change and Defence Roadmap, including 
“helping Member States mitigate the carbon footprint of their military 
forces without compromising their combat capacities.” 



EU state of play: European Parliament

 P9_TA(2023)0407 

“…calls on the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and 
Security Policy, the Commission and the Council to formulate a proposal 
for the transparent accounting of military emissions to the UNFCCC…”



EU state of play: The Council of the EU

 General Secretariat, Jan 2024

“How might the EU further encourage and coordinate efforts to gain a 
clearer overview of the environmental impact of the military, including 
accurate information on their carbon footprint?”



Trends: Public attention on conflict emissions

 Ukraine

The first ever effort to comprehensively assess any conflict’s emissions.

 Gaza

First emissions estimate published by the 9th January.

 Future

Carbon cost of conflicts will be monitored with increasing precision. 



NATO - steps already being taken

• Published NATO methodology:
- explicitly excludes emissions from

NATO-led operations and missions

• Compendium of best practice:
- annual updates?

• Scope of in-country military emissions reporting:
- Slovenia, Denmark, and Norway https://tinyurl.com/4nmde3xe

NATO’s Air Defender exercise, June 2023

 25 nations, two-weeks, 10,000 personnel and 250 aircraft.
 Pre-exercise estimate (March 2023) – 35,000 tonnes CO2e.
 Annual emissions of 19,450 average EU cars.
 Gaps? Aircraft only, no data for other vehicles, no non-CO2 effects.

https://tinyurl.com/4nmde3xe


Mainstreaming military emissions

 UNEP’s Emissions Gap report, 2023



Conclusion

 Leader or laggard?

Militaries have been slow to engage with emissions mitigation in spite of 
vocal concerns over climate security risks.

The EU has an opportunity to help define global reporting and 
transparency norms, and advance its military decarbonisation goals.

But decarbonisation and global norm setting are contingent on robust and 
transparent emissions reporting. 

Failing to act on military emissions poses a far greater risk to our security 
than reporting them will ever do.



Thank you.

contact@ceobs.org
www.ceobs.org 
@ceobs_org
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